
Confluence: An ensemble of ELT pedagogies

My path, your path: 

Vision, reality and teacher development Tinnok Ng



Being a lucky person to be able to travel 
across continents and make friends 
worldwide, I am also burdened with an 
urgency to teach [English to] our next 
generation… 
As I teach, I will be immersed in positive 
enthusiasm from eager pupils, and discovering 
new strategies and knowledge throughout my 
career. Where can I find a better job than this? 

A. Through classroom practice, discovers missing links between humans

and sloths, becomes an animal biologist

B. After chasing down students’ homework for several years, successfully

launches another career in a logistics company

C. Stunned by relentless school demands and student misbehaviour

problems, resigns after winning a million dollar lottery

D. Survives the first year of teaching and continues to stay afloat



As I teach, I will be immersed in positive enthusiasm from 

eager pupils, and discovering new strategies and knowledge

throughout my career. Where can I find a better job than 

this? 

Being a lucky person to be able to travel across continents 

and make friends worldwide, I am also burdened with an 

urgency to teach [English to] our next generation… 

Preconceptions

vs 

present situation



Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD)

a ‘soft’ target of 150 CPD hours in a three-year cycle 

‘within which teachers can deliberate on the direction and 

content’

50 hours on ‘structured learning’ 

‘long-term or short-term courses, conferences, symposia, 

workshops, higher academic studies and offshore study visits’ 

50 hours on ‘other CPD modes’ 

including 'job enrichment activities, mentoring, action 

learning, and service to education and the community'









73% teachers
72% principals

TIME - major hindrance 

to their participation in 

CPD



Personal development

one-time

intermittent

Life-long opportunity to REFLECT



But the real test began – his first day in the classroom 

shattered all his wild dreams about teaching, when all his 

‘insights’ in education seemed to have no hope of 

application. 

Every day he woke up with a heavy back and a burning heart to teach, but 

the unmotivated pupils only fell asleep or fooled around. The whole class 

was like a zoo with animals roaming all over the place. He felt downright 

trodden – all the time and energy he had spent was simply discarded as

boring. 

inequality in access to English of learners

limits of (beginning) teacher motivation and inner resources

Importance of initial teacher preparation, induction



Plunging from a high spot, his fall was painful. But only when 

everything fell apart, was he humbled again to re-evaluate the 

importance of a teacher’s role. How much did the pupils rely on the 

teacher to build scaffolds for them to write a complete sentence by 

their own trembling hands. 

REFLECTIVE

SELF-CONSCIOUSNESS!



Trainers Attendees
offer 

space for 

reflection

write down 

insights 

(journal entry)

Does it work for 

me?

How would I modify 

it for my classroom 

context?ADAPT

ADOPT















學而不思則罔，思而不學則殆。

教而不思則罔，思而不教則殆。

"Learning without thought is labor lost; 

thought without learning leaves one confused.”

"Teaching without 

thought is labour lost; 

thought without teaching

leaves one confused.”


